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Preliminary Economic
Assessment (PEA)
Iconic has initiated the Joint
Venture Phase I Exploration
program for the completion of
its Preliminary Economic
Assessment (PEA) on Bonnie
Claire, of which Global
Resource Engineering Ltd. of
Denver, Colorado has been
retained to complete the
(PEA).

Bonnie Claire Lithium
The company’s flagship Bonnie
Claire lithium project is now
80% owned by Iconic and
presents very promising
resource potential. Early
exploration campaigns on the
property have revealed high
recoveries of lithium values
from sediments and additional
commercially viable byproducts the company can
capitalize on. Iconic Minerals is
operating it as a Joint Venture
with Nevada Lithium, a private
company which obtained a
20% interest in March 2021.

Investing
News
Network…
Iconic recently engaged
INN and their team of
professionals providing
informational services, on a
niche basis for Battery Metals, and more specifically Lithium
Resources. In partnership, Iconic can leverage marketing and
messaging to new and existing shareholders, worldwide.
INN has a very strong global following and are consistently
ranked at or near the top of internet search tools when people are
looking for education, understanding and news related stories
about Lithium.

Annual General Meeting ~ April 8th 2021
Facilitated at their oﬃces, Iconic Minerals Ltd. held it’s 2020
AGM in Vancouver, B.C., Canada. All resolutions were carried
with selection of Auditor and Board of Directors.
Computershare provided their scrutinizer to adjudicate the
quorum and meeting votes. CEO, Richard Kern chaired the
public meeting, reviewing old and new corporate business.

Producing Lithium…
Watch this Video of CEO,
Richard Kern, “Becoming a
Lithium Producer”
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Let’s look at where Iconic hopes to be, come
September 2021. With the prospects of accelerated
funding via Nevada Lithium's intention to acquire up
50% of Bonnie Claire, the Project Development Budget
has now been fully identified. Global Resource
Engineering Ltd is engaged working to complete the
(PEA), further drilling this Spring & Summer will confirm
what should be the largest lithium resource in Nevada,
USA. Upwards of 40 holes planned will map out the
deposit. With the (PEA), a Plan of Operations can
commence. Of course through both these phases, we
continue to market the strength of Iconic’s Board and
Management team and their abilities to execute both
the business plan and the funding strategies that will
put Iconic’s shareholders in the best possible position
when the transition into Production occurs.

In the Mean Time…

New extraction technology is testing innovative theory to
maximize yield, improving cost recovery environmentally.

April 7, 2021 – St-Georges Eco-Mining Corp. (CSE:SX) is pleased to disclose that it has
received the latest shipment of bulk material from Iconic’s (TSXV:ICM) Bonnie Claire Lithium
Project in Nevada.
As previously reported, St-Georges’ metallurgists were able to concentrate through mineral
processing and selective leaching the original feedstock by 25 folds, down to 4% of its initial
mass where 99.99% of the lithium was leached into solution after 5 minutes at low
temperature and normal atmospheric pressure.
Work on the Bonnie Claire Lithium Project material will now resume along side the on-going
work being conducted on other hard rock lithium resources. Current efforts of flow sheet
optimization will focus on front-end challenges, like concentration, and also on the later
purification stage, where testing of a newly designed bounding solution should reduce the
number of steps required to achieve a 99%+ lithium purity.
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